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Abstract

This paper introduces the concept of common deterministic shifts (CDS). This concept is simple, in-
tuitive and relates to the common structure of shifts or policy interventions. We propose a Reduced
Rank technique to investigate the presence of CDS. The proposed testing procedure has standard
asymptotics and good small-sample properties. We further link the concept of CDS to that of super-
exogeneity. It is shown that CDS tests can be constructed which allow to test for super-exogeneity.
The Monte Carlo evidence indicates that the CDS test for super-exogeneity dominates testing pro-
cedures proposed in the literature.
Keywords: Co-breaking, Super-Exogeneity, Reduced Rank Regression, Regime Shifts, Markov
Switching.
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1 Introduction

Deterministic shifts in the conditional mean of economic variables are a recurrent feature in empirical
economics. These shifts happen to affect not just one single economic variable but, contemporaneously,
also other related economic variables. Furthermore, some economic time series are affected by several
shifts. These shifts might be related linearly and this linear relationship might prevail throughout time.
Here we propose a technique that can be used to analyze such phenomena, and can help to gather im-
portant information about how breaks are related through economic variables and across time.

Frequently, deterministic shifts are induced by policy changes. Policymakers move the level of some
variables in order to affect some target variables and reach specific goals. When deterministic shifts are
induced by policymakers, the relationship between common deterministic shifts and super-exogeneity
become apparent. Super-exogeneity (see Engle, Hendry and Richard, 1983) establishes conditions un-
der which the parameters of the partial model are invariant to changes in the parameters of the marginal
model. In an economic context, the marginal model can be thought of as the instrument of the policy-
maker (say, the interest rate). The partial model could be thought of as the process for the goal variable
(say, the rate of inflation). Super-exogeneity sets conditions under which the partial model has invari-
ant parameters, which allows its use for policy analysis despite changes in the marginal model. The
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concepts of common deterministic shifts and super-exogeneity are closely related if we limit the set of
policymakers interventions to changes in the conditional mean of the marginal process (say, the level of
interest rates or the rate of growth of money).

The structure of the paper is as follows: In the next section, we introduce the concept of common
deterministic shifts. In

���
we define the model and introduce a reduced rank technique to estimate and test

for common deterministic shifts. The size and power of the proposed technique are investigated in
���

with
a Monte Carlo simulation experiment.

���
discusses the concept of super-exogeneity in the framework of

common deterministic shifts. In
���

, testing procedures for super-exogeneity are developed which are
based on the existence of common deterministic shifts. Their small-sample properties are analyzed in
a small Monte Carlo experiment discussed in

���
. The empirical applicability of the introduced tests is

illustrated in
��	

, which also comments on their limitations and possible extensions.
��


concludes.

2 The concept of common deterministic shifts

Engle and Kozicki (1993) have recently proposed the idea of common features in time series. This idea
is inspired by the concept of cointegration introduced in Granger (1986) and Engle and Granger (1987).
Engle and Kozicki (1993) show that a feature is common to a set of time series if a linear combination of
them does not have the feature though each of the series individually has it. Some particular examples
of this concept are the idea of common cycles, introduced by Engle and Kozicki (1993), and the idea of
co-breaking, introduced by Hendry (1997). The concept of co-breaking is closely related to the idea of
cointegration: while cointegration removes unit roots from linear combinations of variables, co-breaking
can eliminate the effects of regime shifts by taking linear combinations of variables.

Definition 1. Consider ������ to be an � dimensional vector process, which is modeled as a vector autore-
gressive (VAR) process of order � , ��������������� �"!$#%��& Consider a set of �('*),+.- dummy variables /0�21 3
each of which is zero except for unity at times 4658793 , such that � �:�<;>=3@?BA9C 3 /D�21 3 , or � �:�FEHGI� , where
E is �8JK) and GI� is )LJ8M with GI�:�N��/D�21 ALOP/D�21 QROTSSSTOU/D�21 = ��V . The condition for common deterministic
shifts can be written as W V EX�>YZ& Thus we have that [,�F\�]D^`_ba EdcB+e^ is necessary and sufficient for
W V � �:�>f for all 46587 , where WNg�>Y is �KJ$����h$[U� . We say that the equations in the VAR are subject to
common deterministic shifts (CDS) if shifts taking place across the � individual equations are linearly
related.

In the definition of common deterministic shifts we just require that shifts be related across variables
and through time, which can be expressed as a convenient reduced rank condition in the coefficients of the
intervention variables. This concept is different from the co-breaking concept of Hendry (1997) which
requires that linear combinations of variables cancel the shifts in the processes. In the following, we
consider the � -dimensional linear Gaussian VAR(� ):

�9�:�
ij
3@?BA �k3l�9�2mT39!.� �9!.#%��n (1)

where #%�porq6sutv��YZn�wk� and the roots of the vector autoregressive polynomial are within the unit circle,xxxx y h
i
;3@?BA �k3�z

3 xxxx �{f$�}|�~ z9~8�{MD& Thus there are no unit roots in the system and the possible non-

stationarity is due to the deterministic breaks. This implies that the process possesses the infinite-order
vector moving-average representation

�9�:���j 3@? ��� 3���#%�2mT3�!.� �2mT3���n
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where ������� � ����� � y n and in the case of a VAR(1) we have that � 3}�F� 3 &
The methodology proposed in this paper relies on using appropriate shift dummies for known dates.

It is assumed that the points at which these shifts occur are known, which avoids the problem of some
nuisance parameters. In order to illustrate the reduced rank approach consider a VAR(1) with shifts in
the intercept:

�9�:�F�,A��9�2mZA�! =j
3@?BA C 3 /D�21 3T!.#%��& (2)

Furthermore, suppose that the shifts are permanent. Then we can use the corresponding shift dummies
to model them: /D�21 3B� � �246� 4�3��9n where

� ���0� is the indicator function and M + 4 3�+.- .
CDS is at least of order ���8h [U� if there exist ���$h [U� linearly independent vectors � 3 satisfying

� V3 � �B��� V3 EHGI�:�>f
such that the �.J ���$h [U� matrix W � ���}A O�SSS�O����	� m�
� � has rank ���$h [U� . Then W V E � Y so rank
��E �,+ � and the nullity of E determines the order of CDS. In other words, CDS implies that E is
of reduced rank. Thus, E can be decomposed into the product of two matrices, � and � of full rank [ ,
such that we can rewrite (2) as:

�9�:�F�,A��9�2mZA�!���� V GI��!.#%��& (3)

Note that the matrices � and � are not unique without suitable normalization: if � is any [ J.[ non-
singular matrix, then E ����� V implies that ����� mZA � V ����� ������� mZA � V ��� � � � V � E as well. If
common deterministic shifts are a property of the data, the coefficient matrix of the dummy regressors
will have a reduced rank.

3 Estimating CDS vectors by reduced rank regressions

3.1 The reduced-rank regression problem

Maximum likelihood estimation of the CDS ��� hv[U��h VAR � � �Z� is close to the analysis of the likelihood
in cointegrating systems, and both are based in the reduced rank regression technique introduced in An-
derson (1951) and Tso (1981). The analogy with the cointegration model is straightforward if one bears
in mind that the regime-dummies /0� behave like non-stationary processes if there are structural breaks.
In this case the matrix E determines how the non-stationarity feeds into the variables of the system:
the rank [ of the matrix E gives the number of common deterministic shifts, and the CDS rank ( �8h [
or )Lh [U� gives the dimension of the space whose one-step predictions are free from these deterministic
breaks. In contrast to the cointegration problem, the number of breaks ) is not necessarily identical to the
number of endogenous variables in the system, such that the matrix E is � J�) with rank [k'����@^�����n�) ��&

In matrix notation, we have:

� ���! .! EHG !�" n (4)

where
� O �N�2�}ALO0� QkOTSSSTO0�$#�� is �kJ�- ,  >O � ��z ALOUz"QROTSSSTOPz%#�� is �9�kJ�- with z V� O �N�2� V�2mZA OTSSS�� V�2m i � ,

� OP�I���,ALOTSSSTO0� i � is �(JI�9� , " �N��#DALOU# QRO`SSS9O0#&# � is �(J$- and G is ),J$- . A
'
Note that, for reasons of simplicity, we assume here that the variables have a zero mean before the first break. If the mean of

the variables is non-zero before the first break, an intercept ( can be added to the model, such that ) �*$+ ,.-�/0+21 �*43 ' +65758591 �*436:%;
and < +&,=- ( +2> ' +?575756+%> : ; is @BA -�/DCFE @ ; .
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E is � J ) and of rank [ and can be decomposed in two full rank matrices, E ����� V n where � are
the loadings and � the linear relationships across breaks.

The log-likelihood function for a sample size - is easily seen to be

� ^��.�Nh ��-� � ^ ��� h - � � ^ ~ w,~ h M��� \�� � � h �! h ��� V G � V w mZA � � h �! h ��� V G �	�:& (5)

3.2 Estimation of � and w conditional on E
Note that for any fixed � and � , the maximum of

� ^�� is obtained by


�L�9��� V � �N� � h ��� V G �7 V ��  V � mZA & (6)

If we substitute � in (5) by (6), we get

� ^6� �Nh ��-� � ^ ��� h - � � ^ ~ w,~ h M��� \�� � � �Hh ��� V G � � V w mZA � � �Hh ��� V G � �	�:n (7)

where � O � � y #vh� V ��  V � mZA  b� is a -NJ8- matrix. Hence, we just have to maximize this expression
with respect to � and w . For given � and � , the maximum is obtained for

�w �9��� V ���e- mZA � � h ��� V G ��� � � h ��� V G � V &
Consequently we must maximize:

h - � � ^ xx - mZA � � h ��� V G ��� � � h ��� V G � V xx (8)

or, equivalently, minimize the determinant with respect to � and � (see Lütkepohl, 1991).

3.3 Estimation of � conditional on �
Note that in (7),

�
and G are corrected for  �& Define the corresponding residuals as:

���(J$-,���� O � � �vn
��),J$-,���� O �FG �vn

and the corresponding moment matrices as:

� 3 �k�e- mZA �R3�� V� for ��n	� � � n�Gv&
Then (8) can be rewritten as

h - � � ^ xx - mZA �����*h ��� V ���L�������Fh ��� V ���L� V xx & (9)

For fixed � , (8) is maximized with respect to matrix � by regression:

�� ���P� � �����9� V ����� V � ��� V ���L����� V ���L� V � mZA
� ����� V � � � � V ������� V � � � � mZA
� � ��� �`��� V � ��� �P� mZA & (10)
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3.4 Estimation of �
Apart from a constant, the concentrated log-likelihood for our reduced rank problem can be shown to be:
� ^�� � �� ���P�9n8� n �w � ��R�9�P� � V ���
� h - � � ^ xxx �w � �� ���P� � V � xxx
� h - � � ^

xxxx M- �����*h ����� V � � � � V ������� V � � � � mZA � V ���L�������,h ����� V � � � � V ������� V � � � � mZA � V ���L� V
xxxx

� h - � � ^
xxxx M- ����� y h � V � � � � V ������� V � � � � mZA � V ���L��� y h � V � � � � V ������� V � � � � mZA � V ���L� V � V�

xxxx
� h - � � ^

xxxx M- ����� y h �9� V ����� V�� ��� V ���L� �9� V ��� � V 	 mZA ��� V ���L��
 � V� xxxx
� h - � � ^ xx � ���*h � ��� �`��� V � ��� �P� mZA � V � � � xx & (11)

By using the identityxxxxx
� ��� � ��� �
� V � � � � V � ��� �

xxxxx � xx � V � ��� � xx xx � ���eh � ��� �`��� V � ��� �P� mZA � V � � � xx
� ~ � ���I~ xx � V � ��� �bh � V � � � � mZA��� � ��� � xx n

Equation (11) can be expressed as:

� ^�� � �� ���P�9n8� n �w � ��R�9�P� � V ��� � h - � � ^ ~
� ���I~ xx � V � ��� �,h � V � � � � mZA��� � ��� � xx

~ � V � ��� �9~
� h - � � ^ ~

� ���I~ xx � V � � ����h � � � � mZA��� � ������� xx
~ � V � ��� �9~ &

Hence, the maximum of
� ^�� is given by

���@^ xx � V � � ��� h � � � � mZA��� � ����� � xx
~ � V � ��� �9~

and following a basic theorem of matrix analysis (see, for example, Johansen, 1995, Lemma A.8), this
factor is minimized among all � J [ matrices � by solving the eigenvalue problemxx � � ����h � � ��� h � � � � mZA��� � ��� � xx �>f
or, for �$� MLh � n the eigenvalue problemxx � � ���pm � � � � mZA��� � ��� xx �>f
for eigenvalues �T3 and eigenvectors � 3�n such that�`3 � ����� 3}� � � � � mZA��� � ����� 3�& (12)

If we normalize � such that � V � ��� � � y 
 then the vectors of
�
� are given by the eigenvectors corres-

ponding to the [ largest eigenvalues of
� ����h � � � � mZA��� � ��� . The maximum log-likelihood under the

rank ��E �p�F[ restriction is given by:

� ]�� � ^��.�Nh ��-� � ^ ��� h - ��� � ^ ~ � ���I~%! 
j
3@?BA

� ^ � Mkh���`3���� h ��-� n (13)

since, by choice of
�
� , we have that � V � ��� � � y 
 n as well as � V � � � � mZA��� � ��� � �����@]��9��� � An&&&Bn � � 
 ��nwhere� � An&&&Bn � � 
 are the [ largest eigenvalues solutions of (12).
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3.5 Testing for the CDS rank

Since CDS( �8h�[ ) implies CDS( �8h�[bh M ), it seems natural to seek the maximum degree of CDS. In
general, two cases have to be distinguished. In the first case , the number of potential breaks ) is less than
the dimension of the system ��n � � ���@^ ��)Dn��:�L� )K+ ��& In the second case, the number of potential
breaks ) is not less than the dimension of the system � , i.e. � �����@^ ��)Dn��:���F�('*)D&

Suppose in the following that �('*)D& Then the following hypotheses might be of interest:

(i) CDS( � ) : \�]D^`_9��E � �>f . No breaks.
(ii) CDS( �$h [ ): \�]D^`_���E � �F[ , f + [I+ � . There are breaks which are common to the processes.

(iii) CDS( f ): \�]D^`_���E � �F� . There are as many linearly independent breaks as variables in the system.

Following Anderson (1951), the likelihood ratio test statistic for testing the CDS ��[U� against the
CDS ���:� is given by:

h � � ^ � � � ��[U�6~ � ���:��� �Nh6-
�j

3@?D
��BA � ^ � Mkh���`3��In
which has a � Q -distribution with degrees of freedom equal to ( �8h [U����)Lh [U� .

4 Some Monte Carlo results

4.1 Design of the Monte Carlo

In this section we analyze the size and power of the rank test for common deterministic shifts. The data
generation process (DGP) is a two-dimensional process � �:�N��� � OPz��� V where z� does not feedback into
the first equation and there are two breaks in the intercept term at time 4A and 4�Q ,� � �

z�	� �
� fP& �D� fP& �

f 
�� � � �2mZAz�2mZA�� !.E
� /D� '
/D���� !

� #DA��
# Q���� (14)

where

� #DA��
# Q���� oNq6sut

��� f
f�� n

� M�f
f M���� &

The matrix of intervention coefficients E embeds information about the size of the shifts, and the rela-
tionship of the shifts across variables and time. The interpretation of the model will critically depend on
the assumed rank of the matrix E :

(i) \�]D^`_���E � �>f . No breaks.
(ii) \�]D^`_���E � � M . There are breaks which are common to both processes.

(iii) \�]D^`_���E � � �
(full rank). There are breaks independent to each process.

We consider two specifications for E . In the first specification, E is of full rank:

E A ��� � M & �
& � M�� &

The second specification for E , denoted E Q , has reduced rank:

E QL��� � M� � � M � � &
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This corresponds to the case of CDS, where � defines the relationship of the breaks across equations,�
defines the relationship of breaks across time and � defines the magnitude of the breaks measured in

terms of the standard deviation. In the Monte Carlo experiment, we analyze the properties of the CDS
test when we allow � ,

�
and � to vary. We will consider the following values: � 5 �"fP& � � n�fP& � nMD� ,� 5(�"fP& � � n�fP& � nMD� and �K5(�DMDnMD& � n � � .

The benchmark case will have 
(�<fP& 	 , but one might be interested in analyzing the size of the test
when the process for z%� becomes close to the unit root. That is, 
*5 �"fP& 
0� n�fP& 
0�D� n�fP& 
D
 � . Furthermore,
in order to study how the distance between breaks affects the CDS test, we consider different distances
between the breaks. As the break points are defined as fractions of the sample size, 4AL� � A - and 4�QR�
� Q�- , we will parametrically vary the first break point, � A 5 �"fP& � fPn�fP& � MDn&&&�n�fP& � � , while keeping the
second break point fixed, � QL�>fP& � .

We consider three different sample sizes: ->� � fPnM"fDf and M � f . The number of replications is
� �

M"fDfDfDf . If we had relied on a full factorial design, the number of experiments would have been 18225. We
therefore focus on two benchmark DGPs in our Monte Carlo study: t����BA is characterized by ��E A�� � �� � 
 � fP& 	 � � A � fP& � n � Q,� fP& � � and will be used to study the power properties of the CDS test. t����}Q
is defined by ��E Q�� � � MDn � � MDn � � � � 
 �>fP& 	 � � A��>fP& � n � Qk�>fP& � � and allows to investigate the size
properties of the CDS test given the reduced rank of its matrix of intervention coefficients.

4.2 Evaluation of the Monte Carlo

Table 1 presents the rejection frequencies of the CDS test for our simulated t����}Q for nominal sizes
from M�	 to

� f
	 . It can be seen that the real size differs from the nominal size and this difference cannot
be explained by Monte Carlo sampling variation. Table 2 presents the rejection frequencies for the test
statistic � �(O \�]D^`_9��E � � M against �$A O \�]D^`_���E � � �

when the model simulated is t����}A . This
delivers the power of the CDS test for our benchmark case.

Table 1 Size of the CDS rank test.
T 20% 10% 5% 1%

50 0.243 0.133 0.068 0.015
100 0.231 0.123 0.064 0.016
150 0.222 0.117 0.062 0.012

Note: Rejection frequencies for the test statistic��� +��������-���;�,�/ against
� ' +������� -���; ,��

for the benchmark �����  .
Table 2 Power of the CDS rank test.

T 20% 10% 5% 1%

50 0.954 0.909 0.810 0.673
100 0.996 0.989 0.949 0.924
150 0.999 0.998 0.985 0.978

Note: Rejection frequencies for the test statistic��� +��������-���;�,�/ against
� ' +������� -���; ,��

for the benchmark ����� ' .

Figure 1 compares the theoretical and empirical quantiles of the CDS test statistic for the reduced
rank of E : � � OZ\�]D^`_9��E � � M against �$AIOZ\�]D^`_9��E � � �

. The simulated model is the benchmark
t�����Q and the sample sizes are ->� � fPnM"fDf and M � fP& The distribution of the test follows asymptotically
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a � Q with one degree of freedom. The results indicate that the empirical size is slightly higher than the
nominal size, but the simulated quantiles approach the theoretical quantiles of the asymptotic distribution
with increasing sample size relatively fast for - � � fP&

0 5 10 15

5

10

15
QQ plot for T = 50

0 5 10 15

5

10

15
QQ plot for T = 100

0 5 10 15

5

10

15
QQ plot for T = 150

Figure 1 QQ plot of the CDS test for the reduced rank of E .

In order to compare the power of the CDS test against its true size we will make use of size-power
curves. We thus construct two different experiments: in the first experiment the DGP satisfies the null of
common deterministic shifts, and in the second experiment the matrix of interventions coefficients has
full rank.

Let us denote the test statistic in replication � by � � & With � � there is an associated � value (� � �
�B��� � � ), obtained from our asymptotic distribution, which is � Q � M � . For any point �93 in the ��fPnM � interval
we can define the empirical distribution function (EDF) of � � as:

� �2�93�� � M�
�j
��?BA

� � � �,+ �93���&
The EDF

� �2�93�� reports the probability of getting a � value less than � 3 under the null. Following the sug-
gestion of Davidson and MacKinnon (1997) the EDF is evaluated at � � � M � points � 3 n �:� MDn&&&:n � n
where � � � M � and �93�5(�"fPn�fP& fDfPMDn�fP& fDf � n&%&&�n�fP& 
D
D
 � . We can then obtain a � -value plot plotting

� �2��3��
against �93�& If the test is well-behaved (i.e. the test is rejected just about the right proportion of times) the
plot should be close to the 45 degree line.

If we denote by
� � �2�93�� the EDF under the alternative, and the same random numbers are used when

simulating the errors under the null and the alternative, then the size-power curve is obtained plotting� � �2�93�� against
� �2�93�� .

The � -value plots in Figure 2 help to summarize and complement the information contained in Tables
1 and 2 and Figure 1. In the left panel of Figure 2, a � -value plot of the test statistic of �$�ROU\�]D^`_9��E ��� M
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Figure 2 Size-power curve analysis.

against �$ALO0\�]D^`_���E � � �
is plotted which is based on the empirical distribution of the � -values of our

test statistic when the simulated DGP is the benchmark t����}Q . We can see that the CDS test tends to
overreject slightly. This overrejection tends to decrease quickly as the sample size increases with the
� -value plot approaching the 45 degree line. The plot is truncated for values of �Z3L�NfP& � since relative
small test sizes are of interest. The right panel of Figure 2 depicts the corresponding power-size curve.
The power always exceeds hugely the actual size and is excellent for ->� M"fDf and M � f .

The robustness of the previous results is analyzed in Figure 3, which presents evidence of the size-
power trade-off under parametric variations of the benchmark t����}Q . Each plot contains the size-power
curve (bold line) for the CDS test statistic for the presence of one common deterministic shift, �8� O
\�]D^`_���E �p� M against �$ARO \�]D^`_���E �p� �

for three sample sizes - � � fPnM"fDf and M � fP& For each para-
meterization of the DGP, the size-power curve is compared with the size-power curve in the benchmark
t�����Q (thin line).

Plots [A] and [B] compare the size-power curves in the benchmark t����ZQ with � �rMD& � and �8� M
respectively. Plot [C] compares the size-power curves in the benchmark t����}Q with that obtained when� � fP& � & Plot [D] visualizes the effects of

� � fP& � & Finally, Plot [E] graphs the size-power curve ob-
tained when � � M and � � � �>fP& � & From the plots, we can see that the power for a given size remains
largely unchanged with different parameterization of the benchmark DGP. There is, however, a substan-
tial reduction in power relative to our benchmark t����ZQ when the size of the breaks is lowered as in the
case of � � M and � � � �>fP& � .

We next analyze how the position of the breaks may affect the size and the power of the CDS
test by changing the point of occurrence of the first break, allowing � A to vary from fP& � to fP& � of the
sample ( � A 5{�"fP& � fPn�fP& � MDn&&&�n�fP& � � ). The second breaks is always fixed at 4�Q � � Q�- for � Q �
fP& � . The resulting size and power is analyzed for four different values of 
 in the benchmark t����Z) ,
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Figure 3 Size-power curve analysis for the CDS rank test.
 5 �"fP& 	 n�fP& 
0� n�fP& 
0�D� n�f & 
D
 � , which allows the investigation of the behavior of the test as the process
for z� gets closer to a unit root process. As in the previous experiments, three different sample sizes
( ->� � fPnM"fDf and M � f ) are considered.

The Monte Carlo results shown in Figures 4 and 5 depict the size and power of the CDS test for a
given nominal size of

� 	 . In these plots the vertical axis measures the size and the power, respectively,
and the horizontal axis measures the location of the first break as a fraction of the sample size. When
interpreting the plots, the reader should be aware that Figure 5 depicts the power for the given nominal
size. From the graphs one can see that the actual size clearly deviates from the nominal size when 
 gets
closer to unity. Furthermore, for 
e� & 	 the actual size increases rapidly as the break points get closer
to the second break point. For - � � f power increases with greater distance from the second break.
The power is uniformly strong for - � M"fDf . Overall, the Monte Carlo results are very promising. The
asymptotic � Q distribution of the CDS test is found to provide a good approximation of the small-sample
properties of the test.
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Figure 4 Size of the test statistic for different values of 
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5 Super-exogeneity in the Presence of Common Deterministic Shifts

The previous section used reduced rank regressions as a modelling device for finding common determ-
inistic shift features. In this section we present an alternative analysis. Though the concept of common
deterministic shifts has been introduced in terms of an unrestricted model, its most insightful application
involves conditional models.

5.1 The concept of super-exogeneity

Before we discuss how common deterministic shifts in the conditional mean are related to the concept
of super-exogeneity, let us introduce the definitions of weak and super-exogeneity. We will consider a
statistical model for the vector process � �,� ��� V� OUz V� � V with parameters

� 5�� . We are interested in a
function of

�
, called the parameters of interest, i.e. � � ��� � ��&

Definition 2. Weak exogeneity: The process z"� is called weakly exogenous for the parameter of interest
� if there exist a parameterization of the model such that:

� �2�}An&u&un��$# � 
�n��:�p� #�
� ?BA�� ����� ��~ z��n��}An&u&un��9�2mZA ���:�
	 ����z��~ �}An&u&un��9�2mZA � 
 ��n

where � 
�n��:�65 � J�� and � � ����:� is identified.

In order to define super-exogeneity we need to define the class of interventions affecting the DGP.
We define the class of interventions under consideration, as any action �9�K5��p� by an agent from his
available action set � � , which alters

�
from its current value to a different value

� �:� � � �`��n � ��& The class
of interventions Q � can then be formally defined as:

� � � �`��O � �:� � � �`��n � ��n �`��5��p� �D&
Definition 3. Super-exogeneity: The process z"� is called super exogenous for the parameter of interest
����:� and the class � of interventions if there exists a parameterization of the model such that:

� �2�}An&u&un��$# � 
 A%n&u&u&un 
 #pn��:� � #�
� ?BA�� ����� ��~ z��n��}A%n&u&un��9�2mZA ���:�
	 ����z��~ �}A%n&u&un��9�2mZA � 
}� ��n

where � 
 A%n&u&u&un 
 #pn��:� 5��*J�� and � � ����:� is identified.

Super-exogeneity establishes conditions under which the Lucas critique can be refuted. Consider �U�
as the variable about which agents form plans given all information �B�2mZA available at time 4�h M . We
would be interested in analyzing the invariance of � when the marginal process changes. Favero and
Hendry (1992) distinguishes two levels of the critique applicable to � .

Level A: At this level of the critique, � may change due to changes in economic policy control rules.
Level B : At this level of the critique, � might vary because of changes in economic environment that

alter expectations.

At level A, changes in the distribution of variables that are under the control of a policymaker lead
to variations in the parameters of empirical models. In this case future expectations are not necessarily
involved. A case of this critique is the Lucas (1975) supply function. The level B of the critique cor-
responds to the use of backward-looking econometric specifications when agents use forward-looking
specifications.

Among the class of interventions that we will consider are those interventions induced by policymakers through changes
of the level of some variables under their control.
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5.2 The model

Consider the VAR(� ) in Equation (1). If we apply the partition � �:�N��� V� OUz V� � V and consider just one lag,
�$� M , we have: � � �

z�	� �
� �,A�A �,A�Q
� Q�A � Q�Q�� � � �2mZAz�2mZA � !

� � � �
��� �	� !

� # � 1 �
#���1 �	� & (15)

If we consider all information as of time 4 h M and denote it by �B�2mZA , the unrestricted model can be
written as: � � �

z�
xxxxx �Z�2mZA � o�q6sut

��� � �� 1 �
� � ��1 � � n

� w ��� w � �
w�� � w���� ��� n (16)

where � �� 1 � O ��"e��� � ~��Z�2mZA� , � � ��1 � O ��"e��z�6~��Z�2mZA�� and the intercept �Z� is subject to regime shifts.
Hendry and Mizon (1998) have advanced two different situations in which common deterministic

shifts could play an essential role in modelling. They refer to these situations as the contemporaneous
correlation case and the behavioral relation case. The contemporaneous and behavioral cases can be
identified with the level A and level B of the Lucas critique presented above. In the contemporaneous
correlation case �D� can be seen as a policy variable whereas z%� is an instrument that policymakers can
use in order to reach their goal in terms of �0� . The behavioral relation case refers to the situation in
which agents form rational expectations (about z"� ) and there is an interest in analyzing how changes in
the expectations may affect the plan of the agents ( �0� ). � In both cases, common deterministic shifts are
introduced to justify invariance of the conditional model due to changes in the marginal model. The ex-
istence of a specific linear relationship relating breaks ( w � �%w mZA��� ) under the presence of weak exogeneity
(see Engle et al., 1983) define necessary conditions for a valid policy analysis.

In order to illustrate the empirical importance of the Lucas critique and the empirical applicability
of the super-exogeneity test that we will propose later, we will briefly discuss an economic example of
the level A of the critique. We mentioned above that a case of level A of the critique is the Lucas supply
function. In the model presented in Lucas (1975) and discussed in Lucas (1976), the economy is con-
sidered as formed by suppliers of goods distributed over

�
distinct markets ��� MDn&&&Bn � . The quantity

supplied in each market is composed of two components:� 3 �B� � i 3 � ! � �3 � n
where � i 3 � and � �3 � are respectively the permanent and transitory components of output supplied by indi-
vidual � to the market. Transitory supply varies with the relative prices of good in market � :� �3 � � � � �T3 �}h8� 	3 � ��n (17)

where �T3 � and � 	3 � are the local and general level of prices in the economy. The local level of prices in
market ��� �T3 � � consist of two components:

�T3 �:���T��! z3 ��&


Many models in economics are expressed in terms of rational expectations. They can be expressed as the behavioral rela-

tion:
� -� *�����*43 ' ;�,�� �� C�� � - ) *�����*43 ' ;

or in short form: � ��� * ,�� �� C������ � * , where � ��� * are the agent’s plan about variables they control and ��� � * are the policymakers
plans about which the agents hold rational expectations. Changes in the marginal process will induce changes in the conditional
model but it can be shown that the presence of common deterministic shifts could lead to a conditional model with invariant
parameters.
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Suppliers do not observe these components separately and just observe ��3 � . Conditioned on all informa-
tion prior to time 4 (�}�2mZA ), �T� is assumed to be normally distributed with mean � � and variance � Q :

�T�BoNq6sutk� � � n � Q ��&
The component z3 � is independent across time and across markets and is distributed normally with mean
0 and variance � Q :

z3 �:oNq6sutk��fPn � Q ��&
The general price is an average over all markets and considering a law of large number for z 3 � , the general
price level is given by �9��& The estimate of the conditional mean of �9� is � 	3 � and can be obtained as:

� 	3 � � � a �T��~ �Z�2mZAn��T3 ��c��N� Mkh � �@�T3 ��! � � � with
� � � Q

� Q ! � Q & (18)

Substituting expression for � 	3 � in (17), averaging over all markets and adding up the permanent compon-
ent we have the Lucas supply function: � �:� � � � �T�Zh � � �Z! � i ��&
In the Lucas supply function, output is viewed as made up of a permanent component and a transitory
component that depends on deviations of the current level of nominal prices from the expected level given
�Z�2mZA& The expected price level conditional on past information � � will vary with the average inflation rate.

Lucas (1976) emphasized that though the econometrician might infer a stable trade-off between
(transitory) output and the level of inflation, whenever this trade-off was exploited, the relationship broke
down. Assume the price level follows a random walk with inflation a stationary process:

�T�:� �T�2mZA�!�� � n
with � � o q6sutL� � n � Q ��& Conditional on all information at time 4�h<MDn � � � �T�2mZA6! �

, and the relation
between output and inflation is given by:� �:� � � � �T�Zh8�T�2mZA�Bh � � � ! � i ��& (19)

If policymakers want to exploit an empirical relationship such as that implied by (19) and alter the rate
of inflation

�
, the relationship that initially seemed characterized by stable parameters will be subject to

shifts.
Policy-induced changes in the distribution of the marginal process lead to changes in the conditional

model but the invariance of the parameters of interest in guaranteed in the presence of super-exogeneity.
In an empirical model of output and inflation shifts in the marginal model for inflation induced by poli-
cymakers, will induce changes in the conditional parameters of output unless super-exogeneity holds.
Shifts in the conditional and marginal process occur simultaneously and thus interventions could be
modeled within the framework we will discuss in the following. A CDS test for super-exogeneity could
be implemented to analyze the invariance of the conditional parameters and will be presented in the next
section .
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5.3 The conditional system

Valid inference from a conditional system requires weak exogeneity of the marginal process with respect
to the parameters of interest in the conditional model. Using the normality of # ��n the reduced-form model
in (15) can be expressed in terms of the conditional model and the marginal model as:� � ~ z��n �Z�2mZA o q6sut � � �� � ��1 � n�� ��n (20)

z� ~ �Z�2mZA o q6sut ��� � ��1 � n�w���� � n (21)

where the density of �D� conditional on z%� and �Z�2mZA is determined by:

� �� � ��1 � O � � � � �p~Dz��n �Z�2mZA�� �F� � 1 �9! w � �%w mZA��� ��z�}h ����1 ���9n
� O ������� ��� �p~Dz��n �Z�2mZA�� �<w ��� h w � �w mZA��� w�� � &

Rewriting (15) in terms of the conditional and marginal model results in:�
y hRw � �%w mZA���
Y y � � � �z� � �

�
y hRw � �w mZA���
Y y � � �,A�A �,A�Q

� Q�A � Q�Q � � � �2mZAz�2mZA �
!
�
y hRw � �w mZA���
Y y � � � � �

��� �	� !
�
	

� 1 �	
��1 ��� n (22)

where the variance matrix of the transformed residuals is block diagonal:

	 �:oNq6sut
��� Y

Y � n
�
� Y
Y w���� ��� &

In general, this type of model is prone to suffer from the Lucas critique. That is, changes in the mar-
ginal model lead to non-constancy of the conditional model. Shifts of the marginal model may induce
shifts in the conditional model, but a convenient linear combination can induce constancy in the condi-
tional process, such that: �

y hRw � �%w mZA��� � � � � �
��� ��� ����0^�� � ]D^ � & (23)

If we model � � V� � OU� V � � � with the corresponding intervention variables, Equation (15) can be rewritten
as:

�9�B�F�,A��9�2mZA�!.EHGI��!.#%��n (24)

Note that the condition in (23) requires a linear relationship of breaks across equations. Hence, in the
presence of super exogeneity, we would have a reduced rank condition on the coefficients of the inter-
vention variables used to model the unrestricted system ( E ), such that we can rewrite the previous model
as

�9�:�F�,A��9�2mZA�!���� V GI��!.#%��& (25)

Furthermore, in order for super-exogeneity to hold, the conditional model should be invariant to the set
of interventions in the marginal process, which would require

� y OThRw � �%w mZA��� � � �>fP& (26)

This implies that ��� � � y ORhRw � �w mZA��� � , such that ����� � y h>w � �w mZA��� � . So the reduced rank of the
coefficient of the intervention dummies with specific restrictions on the null space of � and weak exo-
geneity imply super-exogeneity. This postulates the invariance of the conditional model under a set of
interventions in the marginal model.
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6 Testing for super-exogeneity

The previous subsection showed how super-exogeneity of the �0� process with respect to a set of inter-
ventions (shifts in the conditional mean of the marginal process) required a reduced rank condition of
the coefficients of the intervention variables. In order to implement a likelihood ratio test for super-
exogeneity with respect to this class of interventions, we firstly need to estimate the model under the
null characterized by a reduced rank of E � ��� V and specific restrictions on � , � V � ��w mZA��� w�� � O y � ;
secondly under the alternative, i.e. the unrestricted model with the reduced rank of E � ��� V imposed.
In what follows, we present the original procedure to test for super-exogeneity proposed by Engle and
Hendry (1993) and two alternative new procedures. These three procedures differ in the way in which
the model is estimated under the null and how the test is constructed. The first procedure reparamet-
erizes the original approach of Engle and Hendry (1993) as a reduced rank restriction where the null
corresponds to Engle and Hendry (1993), but the alternative is defined differently. The second method
involves reduced-rank-regression estimations of the reduced-form model under the conditions of super-
exogeneity. The third method introduces a very general approach to the restricted estimation of � and � ,
where additional restrictions can be imposed.

6.1 The Engle and Hendry procedure

A simple testing procedure can be implemented with just linear regressions. In order to show this pro-
cedure let us start from the model in (15)� � �

z� � �
� �,A�A �,A�Q
� Q�A � Q�Q � � � �2mZAz�2mZA � ! E

� /D�2A
/D� Q � !

� # � 1 �
#���1 ��� & (27)

where E is a matrix of coefficients of the intervention variables,

E �
� � � A � � Q� � A � �Q � &

The conditional model is given by:� � � �,A�A � �2mZA�!.�,A�Q�z�2mZA !.� � A /D�2A�!.� � Q /D� Qp!�" ��# � 1 ��~ #���1 � ��n
� �,A�A � �2mZA�!.�,A�Q�z�2mZA !.� � A /D�2A�!.� � Q /D� Q

! � ��z�}h � Q�A � �2mZAph(� Q�Qz�2mZA h � � A /D�2A h(� �Q /D� Q"�Z! 
# � 1 ��n
with � �<w � �%w mZA��� and


# � 1 �:�F# � 1 �}h � #���1 � , which can be rewritten as:� � � � z��!F���,A�Aph � � Q�A� � �2mZA�!F���,A�Q6h � � Q�Q"��z�2mZA�!F��� � A h � � � A ��/D�2A
!I��� � Q h � � �Q ��/D� Q�! 
# � 1 ��n

and the marginal model is given by:

z�:�F� Q�A � �2mZA�!.� Q�Q�z�2mZA !.� � A /D�2A !.� �Q /D� Qp! #���1 ��& (28)

Under the super-exogeneity condition, we have the restrictions ��� � A h � � � A �6� Y and ��� � Q h � � �Q �6� Y ,
which are the reduced rank conditions of Equation (23). For bivariate models, these restrictions can also
be written as � � A � � � A �F� � Q � � �Q � � , where the specific restrictions on the null space of � become clearer.
Under the null of super- exogeneity, we have that the conditional process reduces to� �B� � z��!F���,A�A h � � Q�A�� � �2mZA�!F���,A�Q�h � � Q�Q%��z�2mZA ! 
# � 1 ��& (29)
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The parameters in the conditional model are
� � � � � n��,A�A�h � � Q�A%n��,A�Qkh � � Q�Q n�� � and the paramet-

ers in the marginal model are
� � � �%� Q�A"n�� Q�Q n�� �� n�w���� � . The Gaussianity of the errors implies that the

parameters in the marginal process are variation free of the parameters in the conditional process. Equa-
tions (29) and (28) can be estimated separately and the full maximum likelihood estimate is made up of
two factors corresponding to the marginal and conditional density. The maximum likelihood estimation
under the alternative just requires the estimation of the model under the reduced rank restriction along
the lines in

���
. The construction of a likelihood ratio test is thus straightforward.

6.2 The CDS testing procedure

In order to show the estimation procedure of the model under the super-exogeneity restriction � V �
� w mZA��� w�� � O y � , let us start from the model equation:

���F�FE ��� !�" n
where ��� and ��� are the corrected residuals from Equation (4). Imposing the reduced rank restriction
EX� ��� V we get,

���>� ��� V ���(!�" & (30)

The maximum likelihood of this model under the super-exogeneity restriction can be calculated as fol-
lows:

(1) Start with initial estimates
� � � �� n�w � ���� of � and w satisfying the restriction:

� � �� V � � w � ����� mZA w � ��� � O y ��&
(2) Multiplying (30) through by � � �� V � �

� � �� V � � �� � mZA � � �� V results in an ordinary linear regression
problem in � :

� � �� V ���>� � V ���(! � � �� V " &
Applying OLS to the previous equation delivers new estimates of � , denoted � � A7� .

(3) Given
� � � A7� n�w � ���� , new estimates of � and w can be obtained from (30):

���>� �
�
� � A7� V ����� !�" &

We can loop in this algorithm till we obtain convergence, where in each iteration the restriction � V �
��w mZA��� w�� � O y � is always updated.

6.3 A generalized CDS testing procedure

An alternative estimation procedure of the model under the super-exogeneity restriction can be based
on the first-order conditions of the maximum likelihood problem. Let us start from the concentrated
likelihood function,

� ^��.�Nh ��-� � ^ ��� h - � � ^,~ w,~ h M� � \�w mZA � � � ���*h � ��� ��� V h ��� V � � �.!���� V � ��� ��� V � � &
Introducing a very general formulation, we can write the linear restriction for � and � as:

��� �0���P� � � � ! 	 n
��� �0�9� V � � � ��&
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Where � denotes the matrix of the linear combinations of the intervention variables with identifying re-
strictions imposed. � is a known �Z[ J�� matrix and � 5 � � is an unrestricted parameter vector. The
vector 	 corresponds to normalization restrictions on the vector of � . � is a known �Z[bJ � matrix of full
rank and ��5 ��� is an unrestricted parameter vector. The purpose of this formulation is that we can im-
pose jointly further restrictions to those implied by the super-exogeneity restrictions. The two previous
procedures dealt with the bivariate case. Now, we exemplify this procedure using a trivariate system,
where � V� � ��� V� OUz V� O�� V� �9& One might want to investigate the super-exogeneity of �L� with respect to a
class of interventions � in the conditional model �0��~ �6��& We have seen in the previous section that this
implies a set of restrictions on �9& With this procedure one could test the super-exogeneity restrictions
jointly with further restrictions on the coefficients of the loading ( �T� on z � or restrictions on � .

The derivatives of the likelihood function with respect to � and � are given by:

� � �Z�� � � � V ��� �0� � � �bw mZA 
 �:h � V ��� �0� � ��� ��� V w mZA �T��& (31)

� � �Z�� � � � V ��� �U��� V � � � w mZA �:h � V ��� �U��� V � ��� ��� V w mZA ��& (32)

By substituting the restrictions of � in (31) we get:� ����n�wk��� � � V �9� V w mZA ��� � ���L��� � mZA � � V �9� V w mZA � y � ��� �0� � � �,�Bh � V � �
	lw mZA ��� � ����� 	 ��& (33)

Similarly for � , we can substitute the restrictions for � in (32) and we get:�p� � n�wk� � � � V ��w mZA � � V � ��� �P� ��� mZA � � V ��w mZA � � V � ��� �0� � � �,�	�:& (34)

It can easily be seen that the first-order condition for w , for given � and � n is given by:

w � � n�� ��� � ���eh � ��� ��� V h ��� V � � � !���� V � ��� ��� V & (35)

Hence for initial � and w we can impose the restrictions on � and obtain estimates of � from (33). For
given � and w new estimates of � can be obtained from (34). For given � and � , equation (35) delivers
new estimates of wR& We can then iterate in this algorithm with the restriction � V � ��w mZA��� w�� � O y � always
updated.

The likelihood ratio test can be shown to have a � Q distribution. The degrees of freedom result from
comparing the tangent space of ��� V with and without restrictions (see Johansen, 1995).
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7 A small Monte Carlo experiment

The power of different tests for super-exogeneity has been analyzed by Psaradakis and Sola (1996) and
Favero and Hendry (1992) for level B of the Lucas critique: while agents are forward-looking, the eco-
nometric model is based on backward-looking expectations, and changes in the economic environment
alter expectations inducing changes in the conditional model. The power results obtained in their sim-
ulation experiment lead Psaradakis and Sola (1996) to question the usefulness of super-exogeneity and
invariance tests for the assessment of the empirical relevance of forward-looking models. While Favero
and Hendry (1992) also question the usefulness of the tests for the assessment of forward-looking mod-
els, they interpret the Monte Carlo results as a lack of strength of the Lucas critique: “for changes of a
magnitude that are large enough to be policy relevant, conditional model approximating expectations
process do not in practice experience dramatic predictive failure” (p. 290). In contrast to the previous
literature, we focus on the power of super-exogeneity test at level A of the Lucas critique.

�

The follow-
ing Monte Carlo study is designed to analyze the size and power of the CDS tests for super-exogeneity
proposed in

��� & � . We will compare the results with the test introduced by Engle and Hendry (1993).
In the Monte Carlo simulations, we use the benchmark DGP Q of

���
with a reduced-rank matrix of

intervention coefficients:� � �
z��� �

� fP& �D� fP& �
f fP& 	 � � � �2mZAz�2mZA � !

� � � A � � Q� � A � �Q � � /D� '
/D���� !

� #DA��
# Q���� (36)

where

� #DA��
# Q���� oNq6sut

��� f
f�� n

�
� ��� � � �
� � � � ��� ��� &

The break points are again at point � A � fP& � and � A�� fP& � of the sample. Under super-exogeneity the
restrictions that we will impose in the matrix E will imply restrictions in the matrix � , and this resulting
matrix will be our new � in the benchmark DGP Q .

We will first consider the case in which the shifts in the marginal process z � also affect the �D� process,
but the parameters of the conditional process �0��~ z� remain constant. The corresponding restrictions on the
intervention coefficients are given by the reduced rank restriction, E � ��� V , and the super-exogeneity
restriction � V � ��w mZA��� w�� � O y � . For our bivariate case, these restrictions can be written as:

� � A� � A �
� � Q� �Q �

� � �
� ���

& (37)

Under condition (37), the parameters in the conditional process are invariant to the class of interventions
in the marginal process. In other words, despite changes in the marginal distribution induced by the poli-
cymaker’s alteration of his policy rule (here, intercept shift), the parameters in the conditional model are
invariant to this intervention. The Lucas critique does not hold for this specific parameterization of the
DGP. Let us call this model t���� � A .

Alternatively, we consider the case where the parameters of the conditional model are not invariant
to changes in the intercept of the policy rule. The intervention matrix E � ��� V still has reduced rank,
but the super-exogeneity condition does not hold:

� � A� � A �
� � Q� �Q �

� � �
� ���

! 	 n
�

It is worth mentioning that in most settings when expectations are modeled as forward-looking, weak exogeneity of the
marginal process with respect to the parameters of interest is generally violated. In this case, testing for the constancy of the
parameters of the conditional process or additional variable tests for the absence of the moments of the marginal process in the
conditional models are invariance tests.
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with 	 g� fP& In the simulations we will use a value of 0.5 for 	 . This correspond to a situation in which
shifts in the �D� and z� process are linearly related, the matrix of the intervention coefficients is of reduced
rank but super-exogeneity does not hold. So the conditional model has not constant parameters. We will
refer to this case as t���� �Q .

In the previous section it has been shown that the test for super-exogeneity is a test of �$� O
\�]D^`_���E � � M � � V � � � mZA��� � � � O`M � against �$A O6\�]D^`_���E � � M � � V g� � � mZA��� � � � O`M � , which fol-
lows a � Q � M � . In order to analyze the size of the test, we will consider t���� � A for sample sizes of ->� � f ,
M"fDf and M � f .

Table 3 Size of the CDS test for super-exogeneity.
T 20% 10% 5% 1%

50 0.298 0.183 0.114 0.0377
100 0.266 0.153 0.086 0.0232
150 0.256 0.147 0.081 0.0217

Note: Rejection frequencies for the CDS test stat-
istic for ����� � ' .

Table 4 Power of the CDS test for super-exogeneity.
T 20% 10% 5% 1%

50 0.971 0.948 0.917 0.809
100 0.997 0.994 0.988 0.958
150 0.999 0.999 0.997 0.989

Note: Rejection frequencies for the CDS test stat-
istic for ����� � .

Size and power of the CDS test for super-exogeneity are reported in Tables 3 and 4. Table 3 presents
the rejection frequencies for the CDS test for super-exogeneity of �$�dO \�]D^`_���E � � M � � V �
� � mZA��� � � � OTM � against �$A O�\�]D^`_9��E �k� M � � V g� � � mZA��� � � � OTM � under the null ( t���� � A ). Table 4 shows
the rejection frequencies of the test when the simulated model is t���� �Q & The actual size of the CDS test
for super-exogeneity differs only slightly from nominal size and power (non size corrected) is high.

Table 5 Size of the Engle and Hendry test for super-exogeneity.
T 20% 10% 5% 1%

50 0.349 0.216 0.129 0.0353
100 0.331 0.202 0.121 0.0323
150 0.309 0.184 0.106 0.0282

Note: Rejection frequencies for the Engle and
Hendry test for ����� � '

For comparison purposes, we also consider the Engle and Hendry (1993) test for super-exogeneity.
This is a variable addition tests constructed as a conventional

�
-test for the joint significance of the in-

tervention variables in the conditional model: �K� : � � A�1 � �N� � Q�1 � � f against �$A : � � A�1 � g� and � � Q�1 � g� fP& �
The results for size and power of this test are presented in Tables 5 and 6. Table 5 reports the rejection
frequencies for the test on the conditional model of �K� : � � A�1 � �F� � Q�1 � �>f against �$A : � � A�1 � g� and � � Q�1 � g�>f
�
Where � � ' � � ,�- � � '���� � � ' ; and � �  � � ,�- � �  ��� � �  ; are the coefficients of the intervention variables in the conditional

model.
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Table 6 Power of the Engle and Hendry test for super-exogeneity.
T 20% 10% 5% 1%

50 0.971 0.943 0.901 0.753
100 0.997 0.992 0.983 0.941
150 0.999 0.998 0.996 0.982

Note: Rejection frequencies for the Engle and
Hendry test for ����� �

when the simulated model is t���� � A . Table 6 presents the rejection frequencies of the test when the simu-
lated model is t���� �Q . The size and (non-size corrected) power results obtained for the Engle and Hendry
test for super-exogeneity are similar to the ones for the CDS test, though there is some indication that
the Engle and Hendry test does not perform as good as the CDS test.

In order to be able to compare the properties of the two tests further, size-power curves are plotted
in Figure 6 for both tests for sample sizes of ->� � f and M"fDf . The left hand panel of Figure 6 shows the
results for a sample size of 50. The continuous line graph corresponds to the size-power curve for the
CDS and the discontinuous line corresponds to the Engle and Hendry test. These graphs show that for a
given size the CDS test for super-exogeneity has a higher power than the Engle and Hendry test. For a
sample size of 100 (RHS of Figure 6), the behavior of the CDS test is still better, though the differences
between the behavior are greatly reduced. For larger samples, results did not differ much.
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Figure 6 Size-power curve analysis for the Engle-Hendry and CDS tests for super-exogeneity.

In the light of these results, the use of the CDS tests for super-exogeneity in empirical applications
can be recommended. As we have seen, the CDS test for super-exogeneity has some comparative ad-
vantages versus tests proposed in the literature when sample sizes are small, which is often the case in
economics.
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8 Some Comments

8.1 Empirical Illustrations

In this paper we propose a general approach to the modelling and testing of common deterministic shifts
An important advantage of this approach is that it does not rely on prior information regarding the re-
lationships between the shifts in the mean of the individual processes. This can be useful in cases with
limited information about the classification of targets and instruments and their relationship.

Consider, for example, a monetary model where some short-term interest rates (say, the discount rate
and the inter-bank rate) are included together with the target variables the policymaker intends to con-
trol. The identification of a linear relationship linking shifts in the mean of the different processes would
provide valuable information about the exact relationship between instruments and targets, particularly
the transmission of interventions (by the weights of the linear relationship that govern the deterministic
shifts).

It is worth emphasizing that even in the absence of super-exogeneity, the presence of CDS will de-
liver important information about the economic system and testing for CDS could be used to ask relevant
economic questions. Let us take as an example the defense of a currency by the government. Suppose
that the researcher uses a vector autoregression to model the exchange rate, the yield spread of domestic
government bonds with a benchmark risk-free bond, and the short-term interest rate as the policy instru-
ment. In a period of exchange rate turbulence, he would probably find that the government has intervened
repeatedly raising the interest rate in order to defend the currency. Furthermore suppose that there have
been just three interventions and that these actions of the government are represented by intervention
dummies. The researcher could then hypothesize that if each of the interventions was credible, ceteris
paribus, they would have a proportional effect on the exchange rate and the yield spreads. This would
imply a reduced rank of the matrix of dummy coefficients. In contrast, a full rank would indicate the
non-credibility of the government interventions (the first intervention had a proportionally different ef-
fect than the second and third intervention).

Another example from industrial organization is the analysis presented in Guerrero, Peña and Poncela
(1998). Guerrero et al. (1998) aim to measure the effects of promotional campaigns launched by a bank
in order to attract deposits. The banking institution wanted to identify the possible effects on (a) new
accounts, (b) stock variation, (c) cancellations, and (d) total amount. Since the increase in total amount
from the previous month to the current month is given by new accounts ! stock variation h Cancellation,
a linear restriction is satisfied by the vector of time series every month and also applies to the intervention
coefficients.

8.2 Limitations, Extensions and Generalizations

The methodology developed in this paper is restricted by two major assumptions. First that, conditional
on the breaks, the system is stationary which excludes integrated-cointegrated systems. Secondly, that
the breaks points are known a priori.

In the case of cointegration, one could be interested in the following model:

� �9�:���k�9�2mZA�!.EHGI��!.#%��n (38)

where �9� is
� � M � , � has reduced rank and E and G � had been defined in section 2. The above model

equation raises two different issues.

� The first issue is the mapping of the
� � M � system to the

� ��fU� system.
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� The second issue is the test of CDS in the vector equilibrium representation of the system. That
is, when we have mapped the system from

� � M � to
� ��fU� .

The second issue is probably the easiest of both issues and we will address it first. A general result is
that when the

� � M � system has been mapped to
� ��fU� , a test of restrictions on � have a � Q distribution. In

most empirical applications economic priors are used to map the system to
� ��fU� (see Favero and Hendry

(1992) for a situation in which an
� � M � system is mapped to an

� ��fU� system and then the Lucas critique
is investigated).

If we map the
� � M � system into the vector equilibrium representation:

� �9�:��
 � V �9�2mZA�!���� V GI��!.#%��n (39)

the system can then be estimated by a switching algorithm which provides reduced-rank estimations of
(i) 
�n�� conditional on �9n8� and (ii) �9n8� conditional on 
�n���& Thus one would combine the techniques
developed in this paper with the well-established cointegration analysis of Johansen (1995) (see Toro,
1999). So, for known rank of � and E n one could impose a CDS restriction together with restrictions
in 
 or � and these are � Q tests.

A probably more technical and complicated issue is the mapping of the
� � M � to the

� ��fU� system. In
order to do this we need the joint determination of the rank on � and E & This issue is quite involved. We
will try to summarize the main issues without introducing new notation and going into much technicality.
Here one could investigate the determination of the rank of � in the presence of intervention variables and
then investigate the rank of E for given [ � � ��� �,���F["& We first review the literature on the determination
of the rank of � in the presence of intervention variables and then discuss the difficulties involved when
E has also reduced rank suggesting potential solutions to this problem in empirical applications.

Most empirical applications that use the cointegrated VAR system with intervention variables as-
sess the rank of � based on the traditional tables tabulated in Johansen (1995). However Johansen and
Nielsen (1993) showed that in the presence of deterministic dummy variables in the cointegrated VAR
system, different distributions apply. These are generalized Dickey-Fuller distributions. Johansen and
Nielsen (1993) propose a program for the simulation of the specific distribution. Johansen, Nielsen and
Mosconi (2000) analyze cointegration in Gaussian vector autoregressive model with a broken linear trend
and known break points. They investigate three models which they denote by � � n?� � � and � � . In model
� � in each subsample the deterministic component is linear both for non-stationary and cointegrating
relationships. Model � � has no linear trend but a broken constant level. In model � � � the non-stationary
relations have a broken linear trend whereas the cointegration relations have broken constant levels. They
demonstrate that in model � � � n the third model, the asymptotic analysis is heavily burdened with nuis-
ance parameters. The asymptotic distribution is investigated for each model and the moments of the dis-
tributions are summarized with a response surface. They suggest to approximate the critical values with
a

�
-distribution using the moments obtained in a response surface analysis.
A further possible model is a cointegrated VAR model where the set of intervention coefficients could

also have a reduced rank structure. In this model one would be interested in investigating the joint de-
termination of the rank of � and E & It has been shown (see Toro, 1999) that the asymptotic distribution
of the test for the rank of � when the regressors of E are deterministic depends on the rank of E or
the number of deterministic trends that load into the system and whether 
��:E �>f or 
 �:E g�>f . Also
tests on the rank of E depend on the rank of � . This seems to be a complicated setting. However it turns
out that a much simpler path exist if the interpretation of the deterministic component is not questioned
with the rank but is tested in a later stage (see Nielsen and Rahbek (2000)). We could consider the situ-
ation in which the intervention variables induce a broken constant level in the cointegrating relationships
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but they do not induce any broken trend. This is probably the most relevant situation in macroeconomics
and it would be a relevant situation in the case of a test of the Lucas critique. We would be considering
interventions that alter the constant term in an equilibrium relationship but that does not induce a chan-
ging trend. This can be formulated as 
 ��E � fPn such that Model Equation 38 can be reparametized
as:

� � �:��
p�� V � �2mZA�!.E 
�GI�2mZA� !.E � GI��!.#%��n (40)

with E 
I� � 
 V 
 � mZA 
 V ��� V . Under the further restriction 
 ��E �rf there is no nuisance parameter in
the distribution of the test for the cointegrating rank (see Johansen et al. (2000)). Once the rank of � has
been investigated, one could then investigate hypotheses about the rank of 
BE 
k��� or E in the form
of CDS tests or CDS-super-exogeneity test, and they follow a � Q distribution.

A further drawback of the reduced rank regression techniques proposed in this paper comes from the
fact that the shift points are assumed to be known in advance. If the break points are unknown, then the
Markov-switching approach provides a powerful tool to model the system.

�9�:�F�k�9�2mZA�!.EHGI��!.#%��n
where GI� is now a Markov chain. Krolzig (1997) considers the statistical analysis of this system when the
(potentially reduced) rank of E � ��� V is imposed to the system. In an LIML approach, each equation
could be estimated separately. Assume that the number of regime is � � � & Then � h<M smoothed
regime probabilities associated with each equation can be collected to the matrix G � and be used in the
reduced rank regression approach discussed above. Again one might consider the potential cointegration
of the variables, which suggests the combination of including the switching algorithm on each M-step of
the EM algorithm for MS-VAR models.

9 Conclusions

This paper brings together two topics of econometric research: common deterministic shifts and super-
exogeneity. We have shown how common deterministic shifts can be analyzed with simple and widely-
known technique: reduced rank regressions. The proposed CDS tests were found of being only slightly
oversized and having excellent power properties in small samples.

Deterministic shifts in the conditional mean of economic variables are a recurrent feature in empirical
economics. These shifts happen to affect not just one single economic variable but also contemporan-
eously, other related variables. Furthermore, these shifts might be related linearly and this linear rela-
tionship might prevail throughout time. We have proposed a technique that can be used to analyze such
phenomena, and can help to gather important information about how breaks are related through economic
variables and across time. Frequently, deterministic shifts are induced by policy changes. Policymakers
move the level of some variables in order to affect some target variables and reach specific goals. When
deterministic shifts are induced by policymakers, the relationship between common deterministic shifts
and super-exogeneity becomes apparent.
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